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Based on the parlour game of Chinese Whispers, this piece requires:

3  or more singers (any voice types)
1 pack each of graphic or notated melodic suggestions & performance style suggestions
1 audience
a selection of suggested 'rumours' (optional - or the audience can make up their own)

Setting the scene: e piece starts as per a standard game of Chinese whispers, so it may take a little 
while before texts reach the singers. e premise for this performance is that the singers are sitting 
around, bored aer Christmas dinner is $nished. ey all hum Christmas carols then one of them 
picks up a copy of Charles Dickens' A Christmas Carol and starts to read from the beginning while 
the others continue humming. e book may be passed around. Stretching/yawning/$dgeting.

e audience, meanwhile are passing forward the 'rumours' (which may be a quote, a line of poetry, 
an actual rumour - any short piece of text. As a rule, a rumour should only be about the length of a 
short sentence) - they whisper the rumour to their neighbour, who whispers it to their neighbour 
and so on until the rumour reaches any one of the singers. Audience members can start rumours of 
their own.

When a singer receives a rumour, (s)he sings the words to one of the melodic or stylistic suggestions 
in her pack or speaks the line using one of the stylistic suggestions (for this performance these 
suggestions are all related to Christmas family $ghts). Each of the other two singers then try to 
duplicate what has been sung - the words, melodic shape and any technical features - or to embellish 
upon it. If the words cannot be understood, make up the apparent syllables with new words, 
burbling or nonsense syllables. Embellishment, repetition, etc. is $ne - the phrase should be musical.

Meanwhile other rumours should have been started. More and more rumours should start, so that 
the volume and density of the whispering builds up. Rumours may crash into each other, some may 
be lost en route. Where possible, the singers should watch the path of a rumour as it approaches with 
exaggerated care. If there is a lull in the arrival of rumours, return to quietly humming Christmas 
carols or the reading.

Singers may veto a rumour on its arrival with a loud rebuttal, e.g. "and you call yourself a gentleman/
lady!", "My ears! My ears!", "NO! Really???" (fascinatedly, as in gossip), etc. is allows the singers to 
include whatever degree of ribaldry seems appropriate for the event (or to seem to spice up a 
performance where the rumours all seem a bit tame!) or to balance out the number of rumours 
coming in if there seem to be too many.

Ultimately the singers may all end up singing different rumours. A rumour coming in from the 
audience should take precedence over one from another singer. Singers may need to encourage 
audience members to pass on a rumour while another singer is singing.

When the piece seems to have gone on long enough, Singer 1 should refuse a rumour with the words 
"Oh this whole thing's just getting too ridiculous" (or similar) and walk off. Singer 2 will shrug and 
follow her while the remaining singer shouts "NEXT!" and leaves.


